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Strong partners for a strong network

Editorial by Nokuthula Zwane, Specialist: Access to Sport, NIKE South Africa

Dear Friends of YDF,

In 2009, Nike South Africa and YDF agreed to co-fund the Sport for Social Change Network (SSCN) Southern Africa. The
partnership led to the restructuring of the SSCN from a NIKE project into a network that will become a sustainable
delivery mechanism for more investors in the private and public sectors. Since then, Nike and YDF have been heavily
involved in strengthening the network as a viable institution, to this end bringing on board the University of
Johannesburg’s Sport & Movement Studies to help craft its broad strategy for sustainability. 

On 2 March 2012, history was written in the southern African sport, recreational and development sector with the formal
launch of the SSCN as an independent legal entity. SSCN members adopted the network’s constitution and elected its
first board of directors to take the vision of spearheading the delivery of social impact through sport, forward. The new
board is well equipped to take the network’s priorities to the next level and is wished only success in its endeavours to put
the SSCN on the map.

The network offers organisations that use sport as a tool for social development the opportunity to exchange knowledge
and experiences, to learn from one another, as well as to pool and channel resources necessary to the implementation of
programmes in communities. Currently, the SSCN Southern Africa has 42 member organisations, with many more
applying to become full members. Since signing the public-private partnership in 2009, NIKE and YDF have been working
hard to strengthen the network’s institutional capacity. This has entailed supporting the convener in negotiating with the
Department of Sport & Recreation South Africa, the South African Olympic Sports Committee and the South African
Football Association to have the network recognised as a possible strategic partner, and to endorse the role it can play in
delivering sport and physical activity for the promotion of health, education and social integration.

Although results are apparent within the SSCN itself, Wednesday, 21 March 2012 saw the strategic alliance between Nike
and YDF being put into action. A team of SSCN members took up the challenge to participate and run the inaugural ‘NIKE
Run Free. Run Jozi.’ 10-kilometre night race through the streets of Johannesburg’s inner city. ‘Team SSCN’ formed part of
the 10 000 athletes who ran for their right to run free in the crime-stricken streets of Johannesburg. The night race
coincided with Human Rights Day in South Africa, and has presented opportunities for further cooperation between Nike
and YDF on issues of sport and crime prevention, setting a benchmark in the sport-for-development sector.
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YDF approach reaches new shores

Ukraine, 17 November 2011. The Youth Development through Football (YDF) project is proud to announce the launch of
a partner project in Ukraine – The ‘Fair Play’ project is implemented by GIZ Ukraine in partnership with the Ukrainian
Department of Youth and Sport.

Ukraine has the highest HIV/AIDS infection rate in Europe and is one of the very few countries where the HIV/AIDS
epidemic is still growing. 1.3 percent of the population between 15 and 49 years of age lives with the virus, while the
average in Western Europe is at 0.2 percent.

Targeting topics like violence prevention, environment, gender equality and community involvement, the project will focus
primarily on HIV/AIDS prevention. To do so, GIZ Ukraine builds on the experiences of YDF in South Africa and will adapt
the YDF Toolkit, in particular the YDF Manual for HIV Prevention to the Ukrainian context.

Read more about the project >>
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Addressing climate change with football

YDF launched its new ‘Manual for Environmental Awareness’ at the Durban Climate
Change Conference, COP 17

Durban, 04 December 2011. The Youth Development through Football (YDF) project has developed a new manual on
how to raise environmental awareness using football, and presented its ‘Manual for Environmental Awareness’ to the
public during the conference on climate change (COP 17) in Durban. Peter Conze, GIZ Regional Director in South Africa,
handed over a first edition to Rohini Naidoo, Acting Chief Director School Sports at the Department of Sport and
Recreation South Africa (SRSA). The handbook will function as a guideline for instructors and coaches who work at
grass-roots level, reaching large numbers of children and youths who are threatened by environmental risks - often
without being aware that this is the case.

Rohini Naidoo is very confident that this tool will be a great success. ‘While high-ranking international politicians try to find
solutions on a strategic level during this conference, it is civil society that is the real implementing agent of the response
to climate change. And this YDF manual is designed to be integrated into our communities and our civil society,’ she said
at the event that took place at the German stand of the Climate Change Response Expo (CCR Expo). Ms Naidoo
emphasised that the new manual is a wonderful way of reaching out to the children and youths whose lives will be
increasingly affected by climate change.

During the presentation, Xolani Banda, YDF Instructor from KwaDukuza, KwaZulu-Natal, called the handbook ‘a fantastic
tool that will assist us from now on in working with our youth on environmental issues’. In order to give practical insight
into the manual, the coach asked four guests at the event to join him in a short exercise that demonstrated how a
disruption in the food chain has severe effects on our planet’s biodiversity. The audience was impressed by the simplicity
of the method used to pass the message powerfully on to the youth.After the interactive demonstration, Karl Heinz Uys, a
representative of the NGO ‘The Earth Organization’ reminded everyone: ‘Soccer is the heartbeat of our nation! That’s why
this manual’s an appropriate tool for reaching out to our communities and changing our behaviour.’

After the panel discussion, Rohini Naidoo spoke with YDF about the upcoming events and her expectations regarding the
YDF Manual for Environmental Awareness.

Click here and listen to the full interview with Rohini Naidoo.
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Peter Conze, GIZ Regional Director in South
Africa, handed over the YDF Manual for
Environmental Awareness to Rohini Naidoo,
Acting Chief Director School Sport at Sport
and Recreation South Africa.
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Xolani Banda presented the YDF Manual for
Environmental Awareness.
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Guests of the panel discussion participated in
showcasing how football can be used to
teach about biodiversity.
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Goals for our Environment

Youth get together for environmental awareness through football

Durban, 08 December 2011. A ‘Tree of Commitments’ has been growing at Hoy Park Sports Ground in Durban’s city
centre since the beginning of this week. Wooden boards that carry personal commitments and messages from
youngsters from the area are being attached to each other to resemble the trunk of a tree. The youth commit to ‘not throw
papers on the ground’, ‘use public transport’ or ‘do not let a water tap running’.

The artwork is part of the ‘Green Goal! Sport for Environmental Awareness’ events, that have been taking place in
connection with the climate change conference COP 17 this week, building a link between the high-level negotiations and
grassroots measures. Every day, over 450 children and youth from primary schools and community sport hubs have been
coming to Hoy Park to experience environmental awareness raising in a non-formal surrounding. "The activities include
football exercises in which environmental core issues like recycling are being touched on. We show the kids in a playful
setting, how they can do little things to save their immediate environment," explains YDF Toolkit Head Instructor
Lebogang Tlomatsane. Furthermore, the youth express their own personal views on climate change in a youth discussion
forum. Dondré and Amanda from Collingwood Primary School have already learnt about the effects of climate change at
school. But the ‘Green Goal!’ activities have strengthened their understanding. "I enjoyed that we could run and play
outside,” said Dondré. And her friend Amanda adds: "I like our ‘Tree of Commitments’, which shows that each one of us
can do something to save our nature. We hav e to act, as we are the future leaders of the country.”

The ‘Green Goal!’ events will be rounded off by a panel discussion on Friday, 9 December at the German stand at the
CCR Expo (10.30 am). The participants from the organising stakeholders will look back at the event and explain how the
latest tool of raising environmental awareness through football will be brought to other parts of the country and the African
continent.
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On the football pitch children learned to
separate waste in a playful way.
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Young football enthusiats contributed to the
'Tree of Commitments'.
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School children embraced the messages
'Edwin the Meerkat' had for them.
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International dialogue on the football pitch

Member of German Parliament visits Green Goal! event

Durban, 08 December 2011. After observing the different stations of the Green Goal! event, Michael Kauch, member of
the German parliament and his party’s spokesperson for environmental affairs, concluded: ‘This project makes clear: you
can do something yourself.’ Not only high-level conferences and international agreements can lead to saving our
environment, but also personal involvement and taking action. ‘You don’t have to wait for the politicians,’ he continued.

While negotiations at the climate change conference COP 17 were coming to their final round, Michael Kauch took a
short break on Thursday afternoon and visited the activities at Hoy Park, just metres away from the conference centre.
Lebogang Tlomatsane from the YDF Africa Team explained the methodology of the new ‘YDF Manual for Environmental
Awareness’ to the visitor from Germany and facilitated the intercultural dialogue between the guest and the youths by
translating from Zulu to English. Michael Kauch also participated in the youth discussion forum where he emphasized that
the effects of pollution and the destruction of nature do not stop at border posts but rather effect the whole human
population – in his own hometown of Dortmund as well as in Durban.

After meeting the youths in the forum, the politician moved on to the next station where he observed how the youths
constructed a ‘Tree of Commitments’. Wooden boards are tied together to display the youths’ commitments to save our
environment. Being impressed by the diverse ideas of the participants, Michael Kauch added his own commitment: ‘using
public transport’.

Before returning to the negotiations at COP 17, the visitor from Germany talked about his experiences at the Green Goal!
event. Listen to his comments - click here.
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After observing a YDF Toolkit exercise for
environmental awareness, Michael Kauch
discussed it with the participating football
players.
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In the 'youth discussion forum' youth seized
the opportunity to voice their opinion in
interaction with the German delegate to
COP17.

Photo: © GIZ/YDF
Michael Kauch and YDF Head Instructor
Lebogang Tlomatsane discussed the YDF
Manual for Environmental Awareness and
the Green Goal! event.
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A partnership for the common Green Goal!

Looking back at the Green Goal! activities

Durban, 10 December 2011. While the high-level negotiations at the UN climate change conference COP 17 in Durban
were culminating, the partners of the Green Goal! event met on 9 December at the German Stand of the CCR Expo to
discuss the outcomes of their four-day programme. From 5 to 8 December, the event at Hoy Park Sports Ground had
raised the awareness on environmental issues of more than 2000 youths from the eThekwini Municipality using football
as an educational tool. Several stakeholders successfully partnered for this special event: GIZ, which implements the
YDF project that is co-funded by the European Union, the Department of Sport and Recreation South Africa (SRSA), the
eThekwini Municipality, the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Sport and Recreation, the KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Education and the NGO LoveLife.

‘This programme had three core objectives,’ said Gerald Guskowski, Project Manager of the Youth Development through
Football (YDF) project. ‘Firstly, to raise the environmental awareness among youth from the disadvantaged communities
of the eThekwini Municipality; secondly, to give the young generation a platform to express its personal views on climate
change; thirdly, and finally, to reach personal commitments by the youth. And I think that all these goals have been
reached during the last days,’ he continued.

Ben Dladla, Senior Education Specialist - Sport at the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Education, expressed his
satisfaction that 20 schools from Durban and the city’s surroundings were included in the programme that featured
football, youth discussions and active participation to raise environmental awareness. ‘With the climate change
conference taking place in Durban, it was our goal to have learners from our region participate actively in the event. And
with 2000 youths being involved, we have really accomplished our objective,’ Dladla explained. His colleague Khura
Buthelezi looked at the future development of the initiative: ‘The teachers who had been trained on the new ‘
YDF Manual for Environmental Awareness’ during the last weeks, have all responded positively to the approach.
We’ve encouraged those trained educators to spread the approach, so that we can move forward and reach more youth
in the years to come.”

Lovejoy Mbulumete, a YDF Instructor who facilitated the YDF Toolkit training sessions, mentioned that both the youth and
herself learned from each other. ‘The exercises of the YDF Manual are designed in a way that both sides, the coach and
the youth, can add to the outcome. This is an aspect which I enjoyed very much,’ she said.

In his closing remarks, YDF Project Manager Gerald Guskowski expressed his appreciation to all the partners for their
commitment and efforts. ‘This event has brought the idea of sport for development one step ahead.’
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Gender scores the winning goal!

YDF proud recipient of GIZ Gender Award for Africa

Pretoria, 25 January 2012. The first Africa-wide Gender Award of the Africa Department of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH was presented in December 2011. With its innovative approach and
endurance in promoting gender equality, raising female participation in sport, and fostering mutual understanding
between young boys and girls, the Youth Development through Football (YDF) project was selected as one of the four
winners. 

The GIZ Africa Department launched its Gender Award with the aim of strengthening commitment to gender equality,
broadening employees’ knowledge on gender, and firmly entrenching gender as a cross-cutting topic in the company’s
processes. The four winners of the Gender Award for 2011includedtwo institutionalisation approaches in Uganda and
Ethiopia, a project on gender-sensitive HIV-programming in Tanzania, and the Youth Development through Football (YDF)
project in South Africa.

YDF as a gender-oriented project
The perception of football simply as a sport for boys is a thing of the past. Despite the fact that many girls still face
traditional role expectations and that their participation in the sport is not a given, as is the case for their male
counterparts, an impressive number of girls have prevailed and are now playing football.

Almost 40% of all the children and youths reached directly by YDF are girls, aided by the fact that many of YDF’s partner
organisations have developed programmes to target female participants in particular -‘Soccer4Hope’ in the Western Cape
and ‘Moving the Goalpost’ in Kenya being two examples. These organisations often work specifically with female coaches
and peer educators, thereby creating a protected space for girls and young women where important topics like violence
and reproductive health can be discussed freely.

YDF’s original goal was for at least 30% of the intermediaries involved in the project – coaches, peer educators and youth
leaders –to be female. The latest reports from the University of Johannesburg (UJ), which constantly monitors and
evaluates the YDF impact, show that this goal has been surpassed, however, as more than 40% of YDF’s
intermediaries are female.

Yet, the project’s approach to gender goes further than just supporting the participation of girls in football and sport. YDF’s
partner organisations not only play soccer, but they also mould the game into a specific framework. Mixed teams are
promoted to foster respect for and acknowledgement of girls, and boys and male youths are encouraged to involve girls
actively in the game. The last monitoring and evaluation session by UJ indicated that almost 70% of the participants have
improved their attitudes towards the opposite gender. In focus-group discussions, UJ was able to prove that mutual
acceptance as well as cooperation between boys and girls has improved and reported, moreover, that both boys
and male coaches expressed positive opinions about girls’ participation in training sessions and their contribution to the
game of football.

In order to strengthen these positive outcomes further, YDF is developing a short module to be added to its current series
of YDF Manuals. The upcoming YDF Manual for Gender Equality will be integrated into the project’s existing programmes
and partnerships. This module will help coaches recognise their own gender expectations and behavioural patterns, as
well as provide an opportunity for them to reflect on their own opinions about female soccer. Furthermore, they will learn
methods for reflecting gender perceptions during training sessions with male and female players. These methods will, in
turn, enable them to design training sessions so that girls and boys are able to develop a positive relationship with one
another, one where they are able to speak openly about topics such as love, sexuality, relationships and the like. The new
tool will enable coaches to design their programmes in such a way, that inequalities between the sexes are absorbed and
girls are given the chance not only to participate in football, but also to develop their personalities and strengthen their
self-confidence. The gender module is being developed in a participatory way, giving partner organisations the
opportunity to assess and rethink the topic too.

Additional Information:

The YDF Manual for Football and
Gender will be published in March 2012.
It will then be made available in print
version and will be downloadable from
the YDF website.

Interview with ‘Granny’ Josina Tellie,
Director of ‘Dlala Ntombazana’, a YDF
partner organisation with a focus on girls’
football >>

Portia and Martia Diketane – the
football-playing twins >>
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SSCN takes the next step

SSCN becomes an independent legal entity

Johannesburg, 05 March 2012. A new chapter is written in the history of sport for development as the Southern African
Sport for Social Change Network (SSCN) becomes a formal legal entity and elects its first SSCN Board of Directors.

Since its inception in 2007, SSCN has grown in number and developed into a vibrant pool of sport-for-development
actors. In 2009, NIKE South Africa signed a public-private partnership with the Youth Development through Football
(YDF) project of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) to co-fund the Southern African
network. The partnership with GIZ led to the re-structuring of SSCN Southern Africa from a project of NIKE SA into a
network that will become a sustainable delivery mechanism to more investors in the private and public sectors.

NIKE SA and GIZ have since been heavily involved in strengthening the Southern African network as a viable institution,
bringing on board the University of Johannesburg’s Sport & Movement Studies to help formulate SSCN’s broad
sustainability strategy. In South Africa, SSCN is currently negotiating with the Department of Sport & Recreation SA, the
South African Olympic Sports Committee and the South African Football Association in order to be recognised as a
possible strategic partner and to endorse the role SSCN can play in delivering sporting and physical activity for the
promotion of health, education and social integration. Last but not least, talks are under way to formalise the involvement
of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund in SSCN.

With more than 40 members in 7 Southern African countries, SSCN brings together a wide range of organisations that
use sport as a tool for youth empowerment and social change. The network provides access to resources, capacity
development and knowledge exchange. NIKE’s global leadership as a manufacturer of sporting goods, together with
GIZ’s prominent role as an agency for sustainable development cooperation, equips SSCN with a unique and strong
legitimacy. 

With the overall objective of strengthening the network and institutionalising its structure, 35 member organisations met in
Boksburg, South Africa, to adopt a common constitution and elect the first SSCN Board of Directors. As the tasks ahead
are vast, the first SSCN Board of Directors is made up of four representatives of member NGOs, a secretariat and
representatives from both NIKE SA and GIZ as the current funders.After a first transitional year, NIKE SA and GIZ will
provide support in an advisory capacity only, and a new Board will be elected.

On 2 March, the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund invited the SSCN members and stakeholders to a dinner showcasing
best practices in the sport-for-development sector. Kick4Life and Afrika Tikkun received the inaugural SSCN Awards.

The SSCN Conference 2012 not only marked the beginning of a new era for the sport-for-development fraternity, but
again highlighted the benefits of a network such as SSCN.

The closing day of the conference saw 250 children from disadvantaged communities in Gauteng Province participate in
sporting activities. The activities were implemented by member organisations, giving them the opportunity to display their
specific approach and obtain first-hand insight into the practices of other network members. NIKE used the opportunity of
the members’ presence to donate equipment and apparel to the NGOs.

Photo: © GIZ/YDF
Working together to reach a common goal.

Photo: © GIZ/YDF
On the last day, member organisations used
the opportunity to showcase their approaches
and specific exercises.

Photo: © GIZ/YDF  
Closing.
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SSCN runs Jozi

Team SSCN runs the NIKE Run Free Run Jozi Night Race

(by NIKE South Africa)

Johannesburg, 22 March 2012. Members of the Sport for Social Change Network southern Africa (SSCN) were among
the 10,000 runners reveled in the inaugural Nike Run Free. Run Jozi. 10 kilometer night race. All runners boldly claimed
back the streets of Johannesburg on Human Rights Day, March 21st. Team SSCN was made up of members from its two
strategic partners: YDF and Nike, the Hub Coordinator and three NGOs in the network including Ambassadors in Sport,
Grassrootsoccer and Sport for All Franchising.

The Racewas a second initiative in a space of three weeks that saw the strategic partnership between Nike and YDF
being put into action. On the 2nd of March 2012, history was made in theSouth African sport, recreational and
development sector with the formal launch of the SSCN as an independent legal entity. During its three-day conference
held at the Birchwood Hotel & Conference Centre, Johannesburg, the SSCN adopted its constitution and elected a Board
of Directors that will take its vision of becoming a key strategic partner for spearheading the delivery of social impact
through sport forward.The conference culminated in a mass sports day on Saturday the 3rd of March with 250
participants from communities where member NGOs operate.

In 2009, Nike South Africa signed a public private partnership with the YDF to co-fund the SSCN. The partnership led to
the re-structuring of the SSCN from being a project of Nike to a network that will become a sustainable delivery
mechanism to more investors in the private and public sector. Since then, Nike and YDF have been heavily involved in
strengthening the Southern Africa network as viable institution bringing on board the University of Johannesburg’s Sport
& Movement Studies to help craft the SSCN’s broad strategy for sustainability. In South Africa, the SSCN is currently
negotiating with the Department of Sport & Recreation SA, the South African Olympic Sports Committee and South
African Football Association to be recognized as a possible strategic partner and to endorse the role the SSCN can play
in delivering sport & physical activity for the promotion of health, education and social integration.

Run Jozi runners were emotionally charged as they sang the national anthem, and anxiously waited for the horn to
sound, before setting off into the night. A sea of yellow snaked from Nelson Mandela Bridge into the central business
district, traversing through the neighbourhoods of Troyville, Hillbrow and Braamfontein before finishing in Newtown on
Mary Fitzgerald Square.

"The Nike Run Free.Run Jozi 10 kilometer race amplifies the sport experience for young and established runners by
encouraging them to connect, motivate and inspire one another,” said Anwar Jappie, Brand Director, Nike South Africa. 
"We singled out Human Rights Day as race day because of the significance the day holds and, more importantly,
enabling our runners to celebrate their heritage, freedom and the right to take back the streets for the night.”

As the leading sports brand globally, Nike understands some of the frustrations runners experience which include being
restricted to specific training zones and indoor training. Whilst the thousands among the 10,000 runners who ran the race,
many hardened competitive professionals arrived with every intention of fiercely competing for victory. First across the
line in a time of 30:54.9 was Desmond Mukgobu, whilst Rene Kalmer was the first lady home, finishing in 35:43.4. The
winners each received a R15,000.00 cash prize. As the rest of the runners crossed the Finish line, the yellow snake
began to form again outside the Nike Pledge tent, were they captured their personal pledges which were uploaded to
social networking sites.

Some quotes from TEAM SSCN who took part:

"It was really an awesome run with a great atmosphere in the city!”Christiane Frische, the YDF-Africa-Team Manager.

"Thanks for the invitation to run yesterday. It was a great experience that I thoroughly enjoyed. Sorry I didn’t see all of you
at the end – but congratulations and I’m sure you enjoyed the race. I’m a bit sore today… but no regrets!!” Tim Tucker of
Ambassadors in Sport.

Photo: © NIKE

Photo: © GIZ/YDF
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Community work with a smile

SEP holds YDF Workshop on HIV/AIDS Prevention in Kenya

Oyugis, 30 March 2012. During a YDF workshop on HIV/AIDS prevention in Nyanza Province, Kenya, the Society Empowerment Project (SEP) introduces the golden
term ‘SMILE’ into the work of football and life-skills coaches.

The Society Empowerment Project (SEP) is a community-based organisation focused on empowering the youth and promoting community development in the rural town
of Oyugis and the surrounding Rachuonyo District in Homa Bay County, Kenya. This region has been hard hit by the HIV/AIDS epidemic and faces high rates of poverty,
tenuous food security and limited educational opportunities.

Against this backdrop, SEP was founded in 2004 by a group of volunteers ‘to give back to their communities’. SEP uses football as a springboard for mobilising and
engaging the youth in particular, and for teaching life skills in order to raise awareness and develop community leaders. The focus of SEP's youth-development-through-
football approach is on HIV/AIDS prevention. In addition, SEP offers agricultural training to improve the livelihoods of young participants.

In line with the spirit of networking, the latest workshop organised by SEP was cofacilitated by Vijana Amani Pamoja (VAP), one of YDF’s ‘big five’ partner-NGOs in
Kenya. The workshop on the YDF Manual for HIV/AIDS Prevention through Football brought on board 20 coaches from seven different organisations working in the field
of development through sport.

Whereas the mornings were reserved for theoretical lessons and discussion, the afternoons were used to put the life-skills training sessions into practice on the field.

To help coaches reflect on their own coaching skills and evaluate their own performance and behaviour as both individuals and community coaches, the facilitators
introduced ‘SMILE’. The mnemonic is intended to help community coaches deal with critical topics such as HIV/AIDS when they work with people who are affected or
infected by it. Even though working with people who live with HIV/AIDS is an issue that can never be taken lightly, it has been agreed that a SMILE can always help
improve the situation.
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